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III. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
Development and impact of electronic media institutions of radio, television, cable, satellite,
internet, and new media technologies as social, vocational, economic, and political forces in
American society. The emphasis of this course is on history, organization, operation,
occupation, programming, political development, regulation, and business practices.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon successful completion of this course, a student will be able to:
A. Define terms, methods of operation, laws, procedures, and issues related to

broadcast electronic media.
B. Consider the history of electronic media technology from tube-based to digital

technology, and evaluate the impact of each technology on electronic media methods
of operation, production, procedures, and organization.

C. Appraise the historical significance of milestones in broadcast history and their impact
on society economically, culturally, and politically.

D. Assess current trends in electronic media.
E. Analyze the impact of changes in complementary industries (Le., telecommunications,

business-to-business communications, etc.) on the broadcast electronic media
industry.

F. Compare the various business functions and general operations of a broadcast media
outlet.
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G. Evaluate issues regarding the organization, methods of operation, and business
practices in contemporary electronic media such as television, cable, satellite, digital
streaming and online services, international broadcasting, non-traditional
broadcasting, and new communications technologies.

H. Compare and contrast different audience research methodologies and theories of
media effects on audience.

I. Evaluate emerging technologies and discuss their applications.

v. COURSE CONTENT
A. Evolution of the technology base for electronic media

1. Tube-based
2. Transistor-based
3. Chip-based
4. Emerging technologies

B. Development of radio
1. Inventors
2. Legal issues
3. Advertising
4. Early networks
5. Radio's golden age (1930-1948)
6. Radio in video age
7. Radio in the 1990s

C. Radio today
1. Business competition
2. Advertising
3. Station ownership
4. Programming
5. Promotions
6. Economics
7. Public radio
8. Station organization
9. Impact of emerging technologies on radio

10. Career opportunities
D. History of television, cable, and satellite

1. Early developments
2. Postwar television: 1945-1952
3. Television's growth: 1953-1962
4. Stable times: 1963-1975
5. Technological revolution: 1975-present

E. Television today
1. Types of television stations
2. Business practices

a. Local
b. Network

3. Station ownership
4. Station organization
5. Impact of emerging technologies on television
6. Career opportunities

F. Cable, satellite, and home video
1. Cable and satellite programming
2. Selling cable and satellite services
3. Cable and satellite economics
4. Cable and satellite finance
5. Cable and satellite personnel
6. Alternatives to cable
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G.

H.

I.

7. Home video
a. History
b. Current practices
c. Future trends

The Internet and digital technology
1. History and development of computers
2. History of the internet
3. Development of Streaming services, On-Demand and DVR technology
4. Impact of digital technology on existing broadcast technologies

International electronic media systems
1. Historical perspective
2. International radio
3. International video, television, satellite, internet
4. Comparative electronic media systems
5. New information world order
6. Future trends
7. Careers in international electronic media

Programming
1. Radio

a. RegUlation and format
b. Radio programming matrix
c. Radio production
d. The "Format Hole"
e. Radio and the music business
f. News and talk formatting
g. Emerging radio networks
h. Public radio programming
i. Impact of internet, digital and other emerging technologies

2. Television news programming
a. Rise of broadcast news
b. News in the 1960s
c. News in the 1970s
d. News in the 1980s
e. News in the 1990s
f. Television news command structure
g. Public appetite for television news
h. Careers in television news

3. Entertainment programming
a. Network television
b. Syndication
c. Local programming
d. Programming strategies
e. Impact of internet, digital and other emerging technologies

J. Basic technology
1. Audio technology

a. Analog and digital technologies
b. Signal processing
c. Audio on the world wide web

2. video technology
a. Analog and digital technologies

b. Video signal generation
c. Video amplification and processing
d. Video signal transmission
e. Video reception
f. Video storage devices
g. Video on the world wide web
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K. Audience impact &effects
1. The ratings: estimating audiences

a. Uses for ratings information
b. Early audience measurement
c. Ratings services
d. The ratings process

2. Other audience research
a. Music research
b. Market research
c. Physiological measures
d. Consultants
e. Audience measurement on the world wide web

3. Effects
a. Effects of broadcast and cable
b. Theories of media effects
c. Video violence
d. Cultivation analysis
e. Sex-role stereotyping
f. Political issues
g. Video & learning
h. Impact of advertising
i. Television and pro-social behavior

L. Rules, regulations &deregulation
1. The regulatory framework

a. History
b. Regulatory forces
c. Regulatory nexus

2. Broadcast & cable law
1. Communications act of 1934

a. The telecommunications act of 1996
b. The role of the federal communications commission
c. Federal laws
d. Broadcast journalism and the law
e. Advertising regulations
f. International obligations

3. Self-regulation and ethics
a. Self-regulatory bodies
b. Ethics

Tthe future of broadcast electronic media
4. The regulatory outlook

a. Vertical integration
b. Globalization
c. Privatization
d. Interactivity

5. Emerging technologies
a. Multimedia
b. Digital delivery options
c. Wireless cable
d. Video on-demand
e. Direct broadcast satellite
f. Webcasts (radio and television)
g. Podcasting (audio and video)
h. Citizen-based video
i. Other technologies

6. Social concerns
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-Class Assignments such as:
a. Presentations examining network programming strategies, critical

evaluations of content genres and/or analysis of technological
impact on content development/transmission

b. Group projects/discussions on programming a radio/tv station for
one week, debating ethical quandaries in news coverage and/or
demonstrating how old media can adapt to technological
advances (Le., terrestrial radio to podcasts)

2. Out-of-class Assignments such as:
a. Readings in course textbook and industry journals
b. Short essays for students to apply their understanding of specific

historical events (Le., development of radio, impact of television
on existing media) and to analyze social/economic impact of
certain media on certain social trends (Le., the impact of MTV on
youth culture, the impact of cable news on political trends).

c. Develop a timeline of historical developments in electronic media.
d. Write a report assessing broadcast spin-off industries, such as

equipment and supply houses, services industries, and
promotion/advertising.

e. Create a complete broadcast media station (group project).
f. Interview professionals from the electronic media industries and

write a report on the interview.
g. Write a "Managing the Electronic Media Job Market" report that

discusses job resumes, cover letters, and ways to find jobs.
h. Program a fictional radio, television or webcast operation for one

day.
i. Complete a library orientation to learn how to perform academic

research on issues in the broadcast industry.
j. Write a paper comparing media effect theories.
k. Solve a series of broadcast ratings problems.
I. Write a paper analyzing whether or not a particular station is

operating in the public interest.
m. Write a paper examining "Ways in Which Emerging Technologies

Will Effect Future Electronic Media Sports Coverage."
n. Evaluate the extent of power that the FCC has had throughout

broadcast history.
o. Research paper requiring demonstration of analytical skills to

specific industry questions and controversies, such as ethical
issues in news, addressing gender/race discrimination while still
trying to maximize audience ratings, the impact of narrowcasting
in radio and television, and/or how media can maintain a socially
responsible role while working in a profit-driven corporate
environment.

p. Develop written solutions to rating problems to measure
understanding of the critical role of ratings to all media forms and
the industry needs for specific demographic/psychographic
audience types.

B. Evaluation
1. Examinations and quizzes to measure student comprehension of industry

history, operations, procedures, organization, societal impact, and business
practices.

2. Evaluation of short essays and presentations examining network
programming strategies, critical evaluations of content genres and/or analysis
of technological impact on content development/transmission.
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C.

3. Evaluation of group projects/discussions on programming a radio/tv station for
one week, debating ethical quandaries in news coverage and/or
demonstrating how old media can adapt to technological advances (Le.,
terrestrial radio to podcasts).

4. Evaluation of research paper requiring demonstration of analytical skills to
specific industry questions and controversies, such as ethical issues in news,
addressing gender/race discrimination while still trying to maximize audience
ratings, the impact of narrowcasting in radio and television, and/or how media
can maintain a socially responsible role while working in a profit-driven
corporate environment.

5. Evaluation of written solutions to rating problems to measure understanding of
the critical role of ratings to all media forms and the industry needs for specific
demographic/psychographic audience types.

6. Participation in group/class discussions on weekly topics, current media
events/trends relating to class materials and/or application of ideas discussed
in the text to "real world" media use and experiences.

7. Final examination to measure student comprehension of historical
development of the radio and television, and impact of technological
advances such as cable technology and aesthetic improvements to
transmission methods (Le., SNG, ENG, film to videotape), the growth,
development and socio-economic impact of the world wide web and the
internet, the regulatory framework of media, the role of the FCC and the
rapidly changing digital environment and its impact on existing technologies.

Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Required Texts such as

a. Broadcast, Cable, and Beyond: An Introduction to Modern
Electronic Media, Dominick, Sherman, and Copeland
(McGraw-Hili, 2011 or most recent edition);

b. Electronic Media - Then, Now, and Later, Medoff and Kaye;
Pearson (Allyn and Bacon, 2005 or most recent edition).

2. Readings from industry trade and academic journals such as:
a. Broadcasting and Cable (television and radio weekly news

magazine)
b. Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media
c. AV Video (production and presentation technology magazine)
d. Television/Broadcast
e. Computer Video Production (technology magazine for

production professionals)
f. Variety's "On Production"
g. New Media MagaZine
h. Times New Media
L Live Sound
j. Mix MagaZine
k. Micropublishing News (monthly news magazine for electronic

designers and publishers)

(~

VII. TITLE V CLASSIFICATION
Credit/Degree Applicable meets all standards of Title 5, Section 55002 (a)
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